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Introduction
8IFSF EPFT UIF iDPOOFDUFE FDPOPNZw FOE BOE
UIF SFTUPGUIFCSPBEFS64FDPOPNZCFHJO 

Sensors now stitch together whole swathes of our economy even those industries not traditionally deﬁned in terms of
technology. Innovation is pushing out in all directions to
measure, automate, or augment every aspect of our waking,
and even our sleeping lives. The frontier of progress extends
as far as human ingenuity, but that progress will move at the
whim of consumer needs and fears. In this report our research
shows a fascinating mix of satisfaction, optimism, and fear.
In the months running up to our survey a series of headlines
threatened consumer optimism towards connected
technologies. Among these news items were: a distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attack on a major Domain Name
System (DNS) provider using tens of thousands of
DPNQSPNJTFEconnected consumer devices; a global recall of
smartphones after reports of combustible batteries; the ﬁrst
known fatality of a driver whose vehicle was piloting itself
completely autonomously; as well as a variety of email
hacking incidents.
And these stories have been set against a backdrop
of depressingly
commonplace
security
breaches
enabling identity and credit card theft at scale.

Key Report Themes
Beyond the headline
, a few other themes emerged from

:

Consumers are very aware of nearly every category of
connected technologies
Bluetooth door locks had the lowest awareness - still over 85%
However, adoption rates vary widely by category according to
different demographic traits.
5% of U.S. consumers comprise a “super buyer” segment that is
disproportionately responsible for purchases of connected technology
products. Among other characteristics, this segment of consumers is
younger, wealthier, and reports higher levels of personal wellbeing
than consumers in the four other segments identiﬁed.
There is good evidence that value-added services can help
overcome consumer reticence.
61% of those who are considering a purchase of a connected
technology product would be more likely to buy it given longer
warranties, on-demand tech support, or insurance.
For the connected ecosystem to continue ﬂourishing, it is
essential that companies proactively address consumer fears.
5IFNPSFDPOOFDUFEDPOTVNFSTBSF UIFIBQQJFSUIFZBSF)PXFWFS 
 PG DPOTVNFST BSF iNPSF MJLFMZ UP GFFM BOYJFUZ BCPVU SFMZJOH PO
DPOOFDUFE EFWJDFT GPS FWFSZEBZ UBTLTw BT B SFTVMU PG OFHBUJWF
IFBEMJOFTBCPVUTFDVSJUZBOEQSJWBDZSJTLT
3
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Connected Tech
Ownership & Interest

Figure 2. Channel used to purchase any
connected product




Figure 4.1. Self-reported share of U.S. households that own at
least one CONNECTED product in the following categories
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U.S. consumers are well aware of the broad
landscape of connected products available to
them.
But the appeal of connected technologies vary
greatly by category, and in many cases a
signiﬁcant share of consumers will be difﬁcult to
reach. Averaged across categories, 44% of
consumers say they have no interest in owning
BHJWFO device.
Nonetheless, a substantial number of consumers
who don't yet own a product in a given category –
37% on average – say this year they either
“might buy” or will “deﬁnitely buy” their ﬁrst such
product in the category. The industry will continue
to grow through improved penetration with such
signiﬁcant headroom.
One additional trend the data makes clear is that
connected products designed for entertainment
have so far seen a quicker uptake by consumers
than products built to serve more practical
purposes.

6UJMJUZ1SPEVDUT
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Frustrations with
Connected Products
To better understand what factors might limit adoption of
connected products, we asked consumers about the negative
experiences they've had with the connected products they
already own, and which may have dampened their interest in
further purchases.

Figure 5.1. Share of U.S. consumers who have experienced the following frustrations and/or concerns with the connected
products they already own
Fearful that it would break and be expensive to replace or repair
Product didn't perform as expected
Insufﬁcient self-help for troubleshooting issues
Didn't know how to best dispose of an older product
Extended warranty did not cover all of the potential issues
Ran into troubles when installing it
Difﬁcult to return a product when it didn't work out
Extended warranty did not cover a long enough period of time

Spent a lot of money repairing it
Problems connecting the product to smartphone or WiFi
Difﬁcult to physically move the product into home
Took too long to get it ﬁxed
None of the above
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14%
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13%
11%
11%
9%
8%
20%

Figure 5.2. Average expected lifespan of connected products in years
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31%
21%
16%
15%
10%
7%

(JWFOUIBUOFBSMZBUIJSEPG64DPOTVNFSTBOUJDJQBUF
UIFJSDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUTXJMMMBTUBUMFBTUZFBSTCFGPSF
CSFBLJOHPSCFDPNJOHPCTPMFUF it is no surprise that the
most frequently cited concern – also by nearly a third of
consumers – is the potential cost of replacement or repair
for products that don’t go the distance.
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!
Contending with
New Security Risks
Half of U.S. consumers were at least minimally
aware of the late October cyberattack on Dyn, a
New Hampshire-based Domain Name System provider
that has since agreed to be acquired by Oracle.
The attack disrupted a number of major websites and
services, including Netﬂix and Spotify.
internet-connected consumer devices. We know this won't be
the last story of its kind, which is why we wanted to understand
what effect this headline had on consumer sentiment.
Figure 6.1. Extent of U.S.
consumer awareness about
the disruption of Dyn by an
Internet-of-Things botnet
attack in October 2016

Very aware

Somewhat aware

Not aware







MORE LIKELY TO: Evaluate connected
goods’ security risks before buying

MORE LIKELY TO: Shop for tech products
based on reputation for security

LESS LIKELY TO: Buy internetconnected devices
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MORE LIKELY TO: Buy additional services
that protect security and privacy

MORE LIKELY TO: Feel greater anxiety
about relying on connected devices









Strongly agree





Somewhat agree





Degree of agreement with different reactions
to negative connected tech headlines:

Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree

Figure .2. Reaction to negative headlines about connected risks
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Overcoming Consumer
Reticence
5IFQBJOQPJOUTPGSFMJBCJMJUZ SJTL BOEQFSGPSNBODFDBOCF
BEESFTTFEJOXBZTUIBUSFBTTVSFDPOTVNFST
8FGPVOEUIBUUIFJODMVTJPOPGLFZDPNQBOJPOTFSWJDFTDBO
IFMQ PWFSDPNFIVSEMFTUPBEPQUJPOPGDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUT

*NQBDUPGPOEFNBOEUFDITVQQPSU
15% Wearables
22% Virtual Reality
16% Video Game System
12% Robotic Vacuum
38% TV/DVR

*NQBDUPGQSPUFDUJPOGPSMPTT UIFGUPSEBNBHF
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48% Wearables
49% Virtual Reality
59% Video Game System



of those who might buy
a Tablet or eReader would
be more likely to do so if it
came with a 2-year extended
warranty

Robotic
72% Vacuum

40%
Garage Door 56%
Adventure
Cameras

47%

50% Thermostat

Home
Cameras

34%

Tablet /
eReader

Home Security
System

26%

Home
Speakers

57%

Home Voice
Controller

50%

Home Appliance

68%

43% TV/DVR

47%

Streaming

Figure 7.1. The share of those who “might buy” a given
connected product that would be more likely to do so
given an accompanying extended warranty, protection
plan, or technical support service

Bluetooth
Door Locks

47% Set-Top Box
55% Sprinklers
47% Pet Wearables
52% Lighting
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Buyers of Value
Added Services
5PCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEXIPQVSDIBTFTDPNQBOJPOTFSWJDFT
GPSDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUT PVSBOBMZTJTVODPWFSFEUISFF
DPOTVNFSTFHNFOUTUIBUEFGJOFUIFFOUJrF64NBSLFU BDDPSEJOHUPPOFTQSPQFOTJUZUPCVZ
CONSUMER SEGMENTS BUYING CONNECTED TECH COMPANION SERVICES
Product protection plans
Live tech support
Extended warranties

PG
DPOTVNFST
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More likely to:

More likely to:

•

ive in a suburban area

• Be
homemaker
•

middle-aged

a student, or

• Live in a rural area

• Live in an urban area

• Be employed full-time

• Be retired

• BeZPVOHFS

• Have children

• Have children

• Be female

Figure 8.1.Consumer segments buying connected tech companion services
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Segments of
Connected Tech
Buyers

?

Who buys connected products?

4IBSFPG5FDI0XOFSTIJQ

4IBSFPG1PQVMBUJPO

TECHNOPHILES



HOME PROTECTORS
CONVENIENCE SEEKERS
THE ENTERTAINED





THE UNCONNECTED



-PWFTBMMLJOETPGDPOTVNFSUFDIJOOPWBUJPO





'JOETQFBDFPGNJOEXJUIDPOOFDUFEDPOUSPM

Has a uUJMJUBSJBOJOUFSFTUJODIPSFSFEVDUJPO

4FMFDUJWFMZDIPPTFTBGFXFOHSPTTJOHQSPEVDUT

3FMVDUBOUMZVTFTBNJOJNVNPGUFDIQSPEVDUT

'JHVSF94FHNFOUTIBSFPG64DPOTVNFSQPQVMBUJPOWFSTVTTFHNFOUTIBSFPGDPOOFDUFEUFDIOPMPHZQVSDIBTFT

8F TFU PVU UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF CSFBEUI BOE EFQUI PG UIF
NBSLFU  UIF QBUUFSOT PG PXOFSTIJQ  BT XFMM BT UIF EFNP
HSBQIJDESJWFSTPGBEPQUJPO#ZTFHNFOUJOHUIFNBSLFUXF
XFSF BCMF UP HFU B DMFBS QJDUVSF PG UIF DVSSFOU MBOETDBQF
BOE UIF EJTUJODU DIBMMFOHFT UIBU UIF DPOOFDUFE GVUVSF XJMM
CSJOHGPSFBDIHSPVQ
8FGPDVTFENBJOMZPOTFMGSFQPSUFESBUFTPGPXOFSTIJQBOE
VTFBDSPTTEJGGFSFOUDBUFHPSJFTPGconnected

QSPEVDUT 0VS BOBMZTJT JEFOUJGJFE GJWF NVUVBMMZ FYDMVTJWF
TFHNFOUTUIBUDIBSBDUFSJ[FUIFFOUJSFDPOOFDUFEUFDIOPMP
HZNBSLFU
5IF TJ[F PG FBDI TFHNFOU WBSJFT USFNFOEPVTMZ  BT EPFT
UIFJSQVSDIBTJOHGSFRVFODZUIFTNBMMFTUUISFFTFHNFOUTo
MFTT UIBO  PG 64 DPOTVNFST o BDDPVOU GPS OFBSMZ
UXPUIJSET PG BMM DPOOFDUFE QSPEVDU QVSDIBTFT 0WFS UIF
OFYUGFXQBHFTXFMMFYQMPSFUIFTFTFHNFOUTGVSUIFS
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What Each Segment Buys
“The Unconnected” are apt to buy, if anything, just a couple connected tech essentials, while “Technophiles” purchase
widely across categories. Buyers in the middle segments are likely to focus on speciﬁc value areas.
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How Ownership
Segments Differ
5)&&/5&35"*/&%
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Selectively chooses a few
engrossing products

Loves all kinds of consumer
tech innovation

BWHDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUTPXOFE
Excluding computers, smartphones
.PTUMJLFMZUPVTF"NB[PO1SJNF
55% subscribe
.PSFMJLFMZUPCFGFNBMF
+20% skew towards women
-FBTU"555JNF8BSOFSTVQQPSU
Only 17% view as beneﬁcial
OENPTUOVNCFSPGDIJMESFOJOIPNF
0.7 avg per household
OEMFBTUMJLFMZUPCFCJMJOHVBM
89% speak just English at home

$0/7&/*&/$&4&&,&34



BWHDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUTPXOFE
Excluding computers, smartphones
:PVOHFTUTFHNFOU
4FDPOEXFBMUIJFTU
$59k avg household income
)JHIFTUFEVDBUJPOBMBUUBJONFOU
61% have at least a B.A.
(SFBUFTUQFSTPOBMXFMMCFJOH
8.1 out of 10 avg score
.PTUOVNCFSPGDIJMESFOJOIPNF
1.1 avg per household
(SFBUFTUGVMMUJNFFNQMPZNFOU
71% across entire segment



6U JUBSJBOJOUFSFTUJO
DIPSFSFEVDUJPO
BWHDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUTPXOFE
Excluding computers, smartphones
OEMFBTUXFBMUIZ
$44k avg household income
OEMFBTUMJLFMZUPIBWFDPMMFHFEFHSFF
36% have at least a B.A.
OEMPXFTUQFSTPOBMXFMMCFJOH
6.7 out of 10 avg score
-PXFTUBXBSFOFTTPG%ZO%%P4BUUBDL
Only 14% very aware

5)&6/$0//&$5&%
)0.&1305&$5034



'JOETQFBDFPGNJOEXJUI
DPOOFDUFEDPOUSPM
BWHDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUT PXOFE
Excluding computers, smartphones
8FBMUIJFTU
$60k avg household income
OEIJHIFTUFEVDBUJPOBMBUUBJONFOU
49% have at least a B.A.
OEIJHIFTUQFSTPOBMXFMMCFJOH
7.0 out of 10 avg score
OENPTUMJLFMZUPCFCJMJOHVBM
20% speak language other than
English at home



Reluctantly uses a minimum
of tech products
BWHDPOOFDUFEQSPEVDUTPXOFE
Excluding computers, smartphones
0MEFTUZFBSTBWH
-FBTUXFBMUIZ

$38k avg household income
-FBTUMJLFMZUPIBWFDPMMFHFEFHSFF
35% have at least a B.A.
-PXFTUQFSTPOBMXFMMCFJOH
6.5 out of 10 avg score
'FXFTUOVNCFSPGDIJMESFOJOIPNF
0.4 avg per household
-PXFTUGVMMUJNFFNQMPZNFOU
35% across entire segment
-FBTUMJLFMZUPCFCJMJOHVBM
90% speak just English at home
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Anxieties about the
Connected Present
"DSPTTBMMTFHNFOUTXFGPVOEUIBU64DPOTVNFST
IBWFBTJHOJGJDBOUBNPVOUPGCBDLHSPVOEBOYJFUZ
BCPVUUIFDPOOFDUFEXPSME
Figure 12.1. Share of U.S. consumers reporting concerns, fears or anxieties about the following areas
Terriﬁed

Very concerned

Identity theft by criminal hackers

Somewhat concerned





Cyberattacks on America's web infrastruture
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Increased costs of maintenance or repair



Reputational harm on social media



Loss of focus due to constant digital stimuli



 



Email or social media account hacking
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0GBMMDPOTVNFST 5FDIOPQIJMFTFYIJCJUUIFNPTUTUBUJTUJDBMMZ
 TJHOJGJDBOUQBUUFrOTXIFOJUDPNFTUPDPOOFDUFEBOYJFUJFT
These consumers are much less likely to be worried about
cyberattacks on the U.S. or by the vulnerabilities of being
overly reliant on connected devices. On the other hand,
they’re much more likely to be worried about eavesdropping
by our own government and by increasing social and political
polarization.

$POOFDUFE$POTVNFS4FHNFOUT
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Optimism for the
Connected Future
5IFBOYJFUJFT"NFSJDBOTIBWFBCPVUUIFDPOOFDUFE
XPSME EP OPU  GPS NPTU PG VT  PVUXFJHI UIF
QFSDFJWFECFOFGJUT
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT
THE CONNECTED OPTIMISTS?
They come from all walks of life – not any one
demographic proﬁle or income band
They are more content with life in general, reporting
9% higher levels of personal wellbeing
They experience half the levels of fear and frustration with connected technologies
They are 55% more likely to cope with the risks of
connected technologies by protecting themselves
with extra services
They are much less interested in cost savings as a
connected tech beneﬁt than enjoyment, peace of
mind or convenience

68%
of Americans
believe connected
technologies have
made life better,
not worse

Top Beneﬁt of Connected Technology by Age

The connected technology beneﬁt most sought
after shifts with age.

40%

Tech as a means of enjoyment is never more
compelling than when we’re 18. Cost savings is the
most desired beneﬁt at every age, but particularly in
early adulthood and after retirement.

30%

20%

At age 36 our interest in the beneﬁts of convenience
hits its peak, while our desire for peace of mind
continues rising in importance until age 56, when it
too begins to fall as a result of greater interest in
cost savings.

10%

0%
1 yrs
Savings

30 yrs
Enjoyment

45 yrs
Peace of mind

60 yrs
Convenience

75 yrs
None

Figure 13.1.The distribution by age of the top
cited beneﬁts of connected technologies
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